
Imagine a culturally vibrant Darwin
WORLD CLASS CREATIVITY CENTRE
Notes on an artistic space for creation, 

innovation and administration

The proposed Creativity Centre in Darwin CBD will be a world 
class centre of creativity that grows the city’s social, cultural 
and economic foundations. 

The purpose built centre will feature landmark architecture 
and create a clearly defined cultural precinct to not only 
complement other local development but to act as an enabler 
for cultural tourism and public engagement.

It will reinforce Darwin as the cultural and creative capital  
of Northern Australia and strengthen our capacity to engage 
with our international neighbours, building the cultural links 
that secure our future trade. 

The facility will be a meeting ground for creatives, makers 
and producers and intersect with the public through 
retail, consumable art products, soft manufacturing, skills 
development and exceptional creative experiences.

SUMMARY

The Creativity Centre will provide a focal point drawing 
together locals, tourists, artisans, designers and practitioners. 
Comprising studios, creative enterprises and presentation 
outlets the centre will support vibrant artistic activities and 
commercial ventures.

Generating 100s of creative industry jobs from  
performers, production and tech, to project management, 
trainers and producers, the Creativity Centre will consist  
of four functional areas:

1. CREATIVE RECOVERY, RESILIENCE AND CONNECTIVITY
2. CREATIVE ECONOMY
3. CREATIVE INNOVATION
4. CREATIVE FUTURE

The short-term vision for the centre is that it becomes the 
creative heart of Darwin in the way that Federation Square and 
Salamanca Place offers this for Melbournians and Tasmanians 
alike. It will be a significant cultural attractor for the city. 

The site will facilitate the growth and emergence of the 
creative industries to enable the long-term vision for Darwin  
to become renowned for the excellence of its arts and 
creativity and a national leader of creative cities. A world  
class Arts Precinct would perfectly complement the  
Marrara Sports Precinct to offer residents and visitors  
an engaged and inspired experience of Darwin.

1.  CREATIVE RECOVERY, RESILIENCE AND 
CONNECTIVITY

Imagine a city enlivened, much as Civic Park lights up during 
Darwin Festival. This area of the centre is artistically driven 
and sees participatory activities and engagement connecting 
strongly to place, regionality and belonging with outdoor public 
events, participation and activation. 

Opportunity for a Research and Development partnership with 
CDU positioning the Creativity Centre as a national leader in 
Creative Recovery, Resilience and Connectivity. 

This area will include:

Hub for Arts Administration / Workshops / Dance & Music 
Studios / Creative Library

2. CREATIVE ECONOMY 

This is where work is made - 2D, 3D and performance,  
with retail shops, fees for services and performance spaces  
to make art available to consumers, focusing on creative 
industry enterprise and employment.

This area will include: 

Soft Manufacturing / Cafe / Shops / 400 seat Theatre / Outdoor 
Stage

3. CREATIVE INNOVATION

A place to foster diverse collaborations between artists, 
academics and business of different disciplines, cultures  
and countries.

This area will include:

Residency facilities / Art Studios /Conference Facilities

4. CREATIVE FUTURE

A national recognised training and skill development  
program, building the next generation of NT creatives and 
combining arts, technology and the environment. Also, home  
of the NT Creative Industry Chamber - able to offer both 
strategy and advocacy for a Creative Future.

This area will include:

Tech Hub / Training Rooms / Gardens / Meeting Rooms



INCOME STREAMS

• Install sufficient solar panels (and ancillary equipment)  
to allow sale of commercial scale solar generated 
electricity to grid

Related idea: use solar electricity to power industrial chiller 
on-site, with chilled air supplied via underground piping to 
local commercial buildings. This arrangement will allow hub 
complex buildings to access cheap air conditioning 24/7.

• Site for the textile manufacturing hub –  
see Creative Industries report

• Production and Event Management of the George  
Brown Visitors Centre and potentially other cultural  
sites across Darwin.

• Fee for Service - Creative IP and production services  
(e.g. production crew for remote cultural festivals)

• Artisan Makers Market 

• Retail sales 

• Café on site

• Training and skills development courses/workshops

• Venue hire for 400 seat auditorium and training rooms etc

• Rent from office spaces 

• Small movie facility – approx 50 seater - (Deckchair 
Cinema in the wet season)

• Photographic studio for hire (professional grade for 
institutions and commercial operators). No such facility 
exists in the NT. Will find users from businesses seeking  
to present their products professionally online.

• Film production facilities (for hire)

LOCATION  - We are proposing 4 alternative sites each  
of which offer unique advantages:

1.  George Brown Botanic Gardens (bottom of Geranium 
Street; currently Gsell Centre)

 - Existing NTG owned site with run down infrastructure 
that warrants being cleared

 - Good public access

 - House for resident artists onsite

2. Frog Hollow

 - Previously known as an art space

 - Currently in poor / derelict condition

 - Adjacent to the new CDU site

3. Large unused site adjacent to Harbour View Plaza

 - Empty land – excellent proximity to the Waterfront; 
Tiger Brennan Drive to Palmerston and Fisherman’s 
Wharf facilities

 - Good public access; excellent parking

4. Civic Park - redevelopment of the Council Chambers site

 - Centrally located

 - Within the new Civic Square development area

 - Overflow into Civic Park for creative and  
cultural activities

FUNDING VISION

Capital sources

• NTG Capital Grant ($2.5 million)

• Darwin City Council ($0.5 million – in-kind contribution 
towards site development) 
This buy in will enable an application for Commonwealth 
funding through the Building Better Regions Fund

• BBRF ($40 million)

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES STRATEGY

Informing this proposal are a number of the key goals from  
the recent Creative Industries Strategy including:

• Develop a cohesive creative industry that builds capability, 
connects stakeholders and supports economic growth

• Create new spaces and hubs to grow businesses,  
develop supply chains and prepare for future challenges 
and opportunities

• Encourage sustainable and responsible infrastructure 
development and use of resources to prepare for  
climate change

• Grow demand and access to local, national and 
international markets for NT creative product and services

• Create new pathways for business, employment and  
career development in Creative Industries

CONCLUSION

The World Class Creativity Centre will catalyse a permanent 
change in the Territory’s future reputation as the place in 
the world where amazing cultural diversity generates and 
celebrates breathtaking creativity.


